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Dreyfus's psychological analysis of the 
development of expertise is much less 
compelling than previous computational 
accounts emphasizing the compilation 
and composition of knowledge with 
practice (Anderson, 1983). 

Kobsa is undoubtedly correct in his 
argument that computational models are 
not theories about mechanisms but rather 
the mechanisms themselves. More ab
stract theories at the computational 
(Marr, 1977) or task analysis (Newell & 
Simon, 1972) level are required to ex
plain the mechanisms implemented in 
actual programs. I would add that the 
implemented mechanisms do explain the 
behavior they generate, thus adding a 
critical level to the hierarchy of expla
nation. 

Other matters 
The editor's rather baroque, diagram
matic organizational scheme, presented 
in the introduction and the final chapter, 
is wholly inadequate to characterize the 
contents of this book. One of the chap
ters, Klix's psychological study of cog
nitive efficiency, seems not to fit at all; it 
is an unsophisticated model of analogy 
recognition, lacking consideration of the 
essential aspects of analogical reasoning: 
search, mapping, tweaking, an~ appli
cation (Hollimd,", Holyoak, Nisbett,' & 
Thagard, 1986). 

The book could have benefitted a great 
deal from the inclusion of other relevant 
philosophers such as Dennett, Fodor, 
Haugeland, and Pylyshyn. Dennett 
(1978) has espoused an instrumentalist 

. view of intentionality. He argues that an 
intentional system's behavior can be ex
plained and predicted by ascribing in
tentional states to it. In his analysis, com
puter programs could be considered in
tentional. 

One of the more interesting chapters 
is Neumaier's Wittgensteinian view ofAI. 
Although Wittgenstein died just before 
the birth of AI, he had stressed the ex
planatory value of theory and the need 
for outward verification of inner states, 
both of which are quite consistent with 
the practices of AI and of cognitive sci
ence. However, because AI programs do 
not participate in the "bustle of human 
life," they would not be likely Wittgen
steinian exhibitors of intelligence. Neu
maier further notes that in AI it is not 
intelligence that is artificial but the 
mechanism by which intelligence is re
alized. 

Putnam's chapter, reprinted here from 
an unnamed source, identifies what seems 
to be a deep problem for both mental 

philosophy and computational models, 
whether of the AI or psychological type. 
The problem examined by Putnam con
cerns the inherent difficulty of establish
ing sameness of meaning in two or more 
different mental representations. He ar
gues that this can be done only by ex
amining the extensions of the represen
tations as they exist in the collective 
minds of the participants' communities. 
The implications of this problem for AI, 
cognitive science, and psychology may 
be quite serious. 

This book is somewhat useful because 
it has brought this material together. 
However, it is not a particularly good in
troduction to AI or computational mod
eling for psychologists'or other nonspe
cialists. (A much better introduction is 
provided in Boden (1988).) Exclusion of 
some of the present chapters and inclu
sion of others would have yielded a 
stronger book. 
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T he occasional feeling of depression 
is a nearly ubiquitous experience, 

but, fortunately, the experience of severe 
depressive illness is considerably less 
common. This volume seeks to describe 
the variants of severe affective distur
bance and the currently accepted medi
cal treatments for these disorders. 

Phenomenology of Depressive Illness 
is apparently the first in a series of vol
umes on depressive illness. As such, its 
purpose appears to be to describe the 

various types of affective disorders en
countered in psychiatric clinics and hos
pitals. The description of these disorders 
is very close to atheoretical, with one ex
ception: The assumption that affective 
disorders represent a disease process with 
a primarily biological etiology forms the 
basis for the entire volume. Many psy
chologists may find this perspective un
nerving or at least annoying. The causal 
chain of events from biological risk factor 
to onset of symptoms must certainly in-
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volve psychological as well as biological
 
components. Psychological perspectives A "Pocket Primer" of Stress
 
are not covered in this text, however, and
 
are not even mentioned in many chap
 Response Measurement 
ters. However, the authors should not be
 
faulted for their perspective, and the title 
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Medical College). In spite of this narrow
 
geographic and institutional ~ange of au

thorship, several of the chapters are
 George S. Everly, Jr., director of the Division ofPsychological Services, Home

written by recognized contributors to the
 wood Hospital Center, The Johns Hopkins Health System (Baltimore), is author of 
field. The quality of the reviews is gen A Clinical Guide to the Treatment of the Human Stress Response. _ Steven A.
 
erally high, even though the focus is nar
 Sobelman is associate professor ofpsychology at Loyola College and director of 
row. As a succinct review of diagnostic clinical services for a private mental health clinic in Baltimore. _ Raymond

and medical treatment issues in affective
 Fleming, assistant professor of psychology at the University of Wisconsin-Milwau
disorders, this book is an excellent kee, is coauthor, with A. Baum, M. M. Gisriel, and R. J. Gatchel, of the chapter
 
source.
 "Mediating Influences ofSocial Support on Stress at Three Mile Island" in A.
 

This volume is organized around the
 Monat and R. S. Lazarus (Eds.) Stress and Coping: An Anthology. 
various subtypes of affective disorders 
(e.g., bipolar, deJusional, atypical, child
hood, geriatric, etc.), with typically one  O ver the past half century there has for students or professionals interested 
chapter devoted to a review of each sub been a proliferation of techniques in the topic. 
type. Introductory chapters provide for the measurement of responses to The length of the text is both its major 
some interesting historical and back stress. Researchers not only have strength and its major weakness. Com
ground information. Later chapters de strengthened their armamentarium pact in its presentation, the book could 
scribe each disorder in detail, with special within specific levels of measurement serve:is a handy refer:enceJor the novice 

" 
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- attention to issues of. differential, diag (e.g., i~'p~ove,d techniques for physio stress researcher~ The' biopsychosocial " '.nosis. Most of these chapters also include logical assays of neuroendocrine hor -model. presentea in the" text forces the
 
a review of currently accepted pharma mones and improved methods of mea reader to grapple with stress as an inter

cological treatment procedures for the sur~ment of sttessors or stressful life disciplinary field of investigation. Fur

disorder. Although much of the infor events) but have also added levels of thermore, a considerable amount of in

mation provided would not be of direct complexity to the description of the hu formation on the stress response inte

practical assistance to practicing psy man stress response by approaching the grated in a short text is helpful for ,.
 
chologists, this volume does give the problem of understanding stress from a providing the student with a broad per

psychologist an excellent introduction to truly multivariate perspective. The pres spective on the field. However, depth
 
the psychiatric perspective on severe af ent volume reflects this multilevel ap must necessarily be sacrificed in such a
 
fective disorders and, thus, may facilitate proach to the assessment of the stress re presentation. For example, in the section
 
communication between disciplines. sponse and provides a sketch of the var on the psychological assessment of the
 

A few minor annoyances appear in a ious theoretical and practical concerns of stress response, stressor scales are cov

generally well-written volume. Some of stress researchers. ered in a little over one page. It is clear
 
the authors have a tendency to overuse Everly md Sobelman have assembled from the text that measurement of the
 
abbreviations, which greatly increases a selective outline of the underlying human stress response cannot be consid

the work of the reader. Some terms that , theoretical rationale in stress research as ered adequately on any of the single lev

are well-known to researchers in the well as of the neurological, neuroendo els (e.g., psychological and physiological)
 
field, such as bipolar I, bipolar II, and crine, psychological, and psychophysio of measurement alone. Yet direct mea

Research Diagnostic Criteria, or RDC, logical measurements of the stress re surement of behavioral responses to
 
are occasionally introduced without sponse. Stress is -presented in the book stress, such as the measurement of be

being defined. These problems are rela through a biopsychosocial systems model havioral performance under stress or of
 
tively rare, however, and should not de of human stress response encompassing stress aftereffects (Glass & Singer, 1972),
 
tract seriously from the work. environmental stimuli, cognitive' ap are not discussed in the text.
 

This is an interesting volume that pro praisal, affective integration, neurological Everly and Sobelman have compiled a
 
vides a particular perspective on affective triggering mechanisms, physiological "pocket primer" of the measurement of
 
disorders. It is definitely not mainline mechanisms ofstress response mediation, the human stress response. From the
 
psychology, but it does not pretend to coping, and various target organ effects perspective of a student or professional
 
be. This text may not be for all psychol of stress. The book is not intended as a new to the field of stress research, this
 
ogists, but it does a credible job of pre complete review of the assessment of the text presents a biopsychosocial model of
 
senting a psychiatric view of severe af human stress response. Rather, it is meant stress that can be used as a starting point
 
fective disorders. • as an introduction to stress measurement for further investigation of the relations
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